In response to the growing interest in India in the era of globalisation, the Department of Culture, Politics and Society, University of Turin, is pleased to announce the third edition of the Summer School on “Politics, Development and Social Change in Contemporary India”.

"The ‘Politics, Development and Social Change in Contemporary India’ is a unique Summer School. Taught by leading scholars from India and Europe it provides insights into contemporary India at the highest possible level. I highly recommend it.”

Jens Lerche, Reader in Agrarian and Labour Studies, SOAS, University of London

Through an interdisciplinary approach, the School provides students with an extraordinary opportunity to analyse key social, political and economic issues of contemporary India. Important recent trajectories of social change – as well as continuity – will be explored, encouraging critical reflection among students. The detailed programme is available online with the info being constantly updated.

The working language is English and participation is open to students and professionals willing to explore crucial dynamics currently unfolding in India. Students who do not live in the Torino area may apply for one of the 10 FREETORINO scholarships covering accommodation expenses for the duration of the School. The school will accept applications from March 6th to May 30th.